Finance

flow chart

Options for separating and divorcing couples,
children’s needs underpinning any outcome.

DIY

MEDIATION

Reach an agreement
privately without the
help of a lawyer

Instruct an
independant and
impartial mediator
and you and your
ex meet with them
together. Many
mediators are
qualified lawyers

Agreement in
principle

COLLABORATIVE
PRACTICE

Instruct your own
collaborative lawyer.
Agreement not to
go to court signed
by you, your ex and
your lawyers

No agreement.
Couple can consider
either collaborative,
arbitration or
court route

ARBITRATION

COURT

Instruct a lawyer and
choose arbitration or
choose an arbitrator
directly

Instruct a lawyer
and take advice.
Exchange financial
information

Arbitration hearing

Attempt to negotiate
settlement.
Alternatively your
lawyer may move
to the next step
straight away

No correspondence.
All issues addressed
in face-to-face
meetings

Drawn up into a
Memorandum of
Understanding
No agreement
reached

continued on page 2

Attend MIAMs
meeting to explore
non-court options
Arbitrator makes
decision for you, which
can be recorded in
a court order and
is binding

File a court application
and receive a court
based timetable.
Negotiation
continues as well

Agreement reached.
The same lawyer
can prepare the
consent order

Instruct lawyer to
put agreement
into effect

Consent order.
Legally binding
document filed
with court for
approval. No need
to attend court

If negotiations break
down, a NEW lawyer
must be instructed if
court proceedings
are to be issued.
Begin court
proceedings or
consider other options

Agreement can be
reached at any time
before final hearing

12-16 weeks: formal
disclosure of
information
between lawyers

First court
appointment

Financial Dispute
Resolution. Court
encourages
negotiations to
resolve financial
issues

Final hearing.
You and your ex attend
and give evidence

Judge makes final
decision for you
which is recorded
in a court order
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